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DRUJBA GLASSWORKS S.A.
AT SEEF 2006

D

RUJBA GLASSWORKS
S.A. par tic ipa ted in the
Southeast Europe Economic
Forum (SEEF), held in Sofia Bulgaria, between the 31st of
October and the 1st of November
2006.
SEEF is an annual international
forum which gathers outstanding
politicians and business executives

from all over the world to discuss the
economic trends as well as challenges
of the region.
The Discussion Panel “Bulgaria,
Greece, Cyprus - the Common
European Future” was hosted by the
Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria
and held under the auspices of the
Hellenic Embassy.

Mr. Nick Georgopoulos, in his
ca pa ci ty of Country Manager,
presented the various aspects of
YIOULA's progress in Bulgaria, which
have turned the decision to invest into
a success story, and DRUJBA
GLASSWORKS S.A. into a leading
industrial company.

EXPO DRINK 2006 BUCHAREST, ROMANIA

S

tirom S.A. participated once
again at the ExpoDrink
International Exhibition that
took place between the 19th and the
22nd of October at the Romexpo
Centre of Bucharest.

SAILING AWAY WITH BRAVO COFFEE

A

world-map, a compass,
and a magnificent sailboat
will help us drift away, into a
fantastic trip of excitement,
adventure and relaxation, our Greek
coffee on hand….

trip, and YIOULA GLASSWORKS
dutifully materialized it, printing the
trip “components” onto its water
tumblers of pleasurable 28cl
capacity. Dedicated to coffee lovers
who appreciate delight and
imagination, as well as we do!

SARA LEE creatively invented the

The event represents the most
important Romanian Exhibition, that
once more brought together food and
drink manufacturers, packagers, and
their suppliers.
This year's Expo Drink (celebrating its
10th anniversary), achieved recordhigh exhibitor number (they surpassed
the 100, representing 10 different
countries).
Stirom's participation was highly
appreciated and commented upon, by
both organizers, visitors and clients, for
its overall presentation and wide
product range offering.

NEW MACHINES PUT INTO OPERATION
IN NEW GLASS S.A.

I

n December 2006, two new
automatic glass-tableware
producing
machines were
introduced in our
NEW GLASS
factory: an 18
Section Press and
Blow (P&B), and a
12 Section Press
and Press (P&P).
NEW GLASS S.A.
is one of the
newest companies of the Group, the
only one exclusively dedicated to the

production of Tableware Products.
A i m i n g a t
unremitting
improvement, the
C o m p a n y
constantly invests
in new procedures
and technologies
that will enhance
its products and
services in all its
m a r k e t s o f
o p e r a t i o n
(professional / catering, household /
retail and promotional / advertising).

NEW FOOD JAR FOR RIGONI

Y

IOULA GLASSWORKS, in
exclusive co-operation with
Italian-based TECHNO
VETRO COMMERCIALE, produced
a new, polygonal-shaped jar of 309
cc capacity.

The new product is intended for use
by RIGONI. The award winning
Italian Food Company; RIGONI, an
all-organic food producer and trader
will be utilizing the new jar for its
jams and pickled vegetables.

WORLD FOOD UKRAINE
2006 KIEV, UKRAINE

T

he 9th consecutive
organization of World Food
Ukraine 2006 focused on the
massive potential of the country's evergrowing food and drink market. From
its conception, the event has been
expanding in size, exhibitor numbers,
as well as international participation.

The 2006 trade fair held between
October 31st and November 3rd
welcomed the presence of both our
Ukrainian Companies: Bucha
Glassworks (based in the Bucha
Region of Kiev), and Biomedsklo
(based in Zhitomir), that showcased
their products in the same stand, and
under the common name “Yioula
Group Ukraine”.
The overall participation - which was
mostly aimed at creating awareness of
the Group's existence and production
capabilities in the region - was received
with enthusiasm and positive
reactions by all parties involved.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT FOR YIOULA S.A.

Y

IOULA GLASSWORKS S.A.,
striving for continuous
improvement, good practice
and customer satisfaction, decided
to adopt and implement the ISO
22000 HACCP (Hazard Analysis &
Critical Control Point). The HACCP
plan will be fully put into practice
within the first semester of 2007.

recognized and recommended
approach to food safety that
anticipates and prevents hazards
associated with ingredients. It relies
on the identification of Critical Control
Points (CCP's) in food production
and preparation processes. All CCPs
are - in turn - closely monitored in
order to ensure that food is safe for
consumption.

Hazard Analysis & Critical Control
Point is an internationally

A POETIC NEW YEAR

A

VRA

Mineral

Water

continues with its HAIKU

poetic tradition. Two new
(Japanese-style) poems celebrated the
Christmas Season and the New Year.
The two new bottles, of 100cl capacity,
were materialized by Yioula in Athens.
A metallic silver full-body sleeve,
adorned by a branch of holly and a ripe
pomegranate, “dressed-up” the bottle
and conveyed wishes of prosperity
and fortune for the New Year.

SIGNIFICANT NEW RELATIONSHIPS FOR NEW GLASS S.A.
NEW GLASS also enjoys quite a
presence in the Bulgarian
promotional market. Recently, SIS
INDUSTRIES (a leader in alcohol
production and bottling in Bulgaria,
boasting more than 40 different kinds
of alcoholic drinks) acquired a series

N

EW GLASS recently
“entered” the Serbian
advertising market, through
its cooperation with IMLEK, the largest
dairy manufacturer of the country. The
conic-shaped tumblers of - 28cl
capacity - were produced and printed
by NEW GLASS and bore IMLEK's
logos and colors. They are intended to
promote the latter's milk and yogurt
brands.

of advertising tumblers from NEW
GLASS. The tumblers, bearing brand
logos, are intended to be used for the
promotional purposes of SIS.

Also Spanish-Bulgarian KFM, a
leader in meat processing,
commissioned NEW GLASS to
produce and print a shot that will be
used for a promotional activity in a
super market chain.

COMING UP!!!
ÁÌÂÉÅÍÔÅ 2007 FRANKFURT, GERMANY

I

n February 2007, Ambiente will
be -once more- the hub of the
consumer goods world. Around
100 different nationalities of both
exhibitors and visitors will make
visiting Ambiente a journey around
the world in just five days. This year's
event will be hosted at the Frankfurt
Messe Exhibition Centre, between
February the 9th and the 13th, 2007.

the event, in a new, spacious and
significantly upgraded stand (No.53
in Hall 9.3). We welcome you to visit
us any of the 5 days of the fair's
operation and meet our people and
products.
If you are interested in obtaining a
formal invitation, kindly contact us at:
marketing@yioula.gr

UNIGLASS, the group's Tableware
Product Range will be showcased in

VINARIA 2007- PLOVDIV, BULGARIA

2

007 will mark the Fifteenth
Edition of VINARIA. VINARIA
is one of the most prominent
specialized exhibitions in the
greater area of South Eastern
Europe. It brings together exhibitors
in the fields of vine-growing and
wine-producing.
This year's event will take place from
the 28th to the 31st of March, and

will be organized by the International
Fair of Plovdiv and the National
Vine and Wine Chamber.
Once more, both Yioula Group's
Bu lg ar ia n Co mp an ie s (Drujba
Glassworks S.A. and New Glass
S.A.), will be there. We will be looking
forward to seeing you and touring
you around our enhanced size stand
and new products.

MARATHON SUCCESS BY ONE OF US

T

he 2006 Athens Classic
Marathon was successfully
held on November 5, 2006,
bringing more than 5000 runners in
the sacred Panathinaikon Stadium.
The 43 kilometre passage (with its
steep up-hills and challenging
descends) is considered to be one of
the most challenging around the
world.

CONTACT US
All of us here in YIOULA, are
more than willing to hear from
you.
Do not hesitate to contact us for
any issue concerning our
company and our products:
YIOULA S.A.

Among the 5000 athletes, we were
proud and honoured to have our
colleague Vangelis Soldatos who
honoured his Yioula Glassworks
outfit, by successfully completing the
race. Thank you Vangelis, once
more you make us all proud!
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